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Abstract

Rats can use a wide spectrum of intra- and extramaze information while navigating through the environment. The current study examined

the relative contribution of an intramaze cue with regard to its proximity to the goal. Three experiments were conducted and the impact of

intramaze cue removal or rotation on water maze search was examined. In males, the effect of the intramaze cue declined monotonically in

relation to the proximity of the cue to the goal. A more complex relationship between cue location and utilization was found in estrous and

proestrus females. Estrous females showed a strong effect of the cue only when it was near the goal, ignoring it when it was situated further

away. Conversely proestrus females were affected by the cue under all conditions. It is concluded that previous reports of behavioral

differences may stem from the fact that proestrus females are affected by and attend to a wider range of stimuli, while estrous females are

more affected by salient stimuli.
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Introduction

When searching for food or finding their way back home,

animals can use a wide spectrum of strategies that allow

them to successfully navigate through their environment. For

example, food storing birds use visual landmarks and the sun

compass (Sherry and Duff, 1996), bats use echolocation

(Gallistel, 1990), honeybees use visual landmarks and path

integration (Collett and Collett, 2002). Even when one limits

the task to spatial navigation, and the species to rats, there are

a multitude of cues the animal can attend to. Some studies

show that rats ignore landmark information and preferen-

tially encode the geometric layout of the environment

defined by large areas (e.g., walls) and corners (Cheng,

1986; Gallistel, 1990; Margules and Gallistel, 1988). Other

studies show that landmarks are important for navigation

(Greene and Cook, 1997) and that rats are able to encode the
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spatial information derived from the geometric relations

among landmarks (Benhamou and Poucet, 1998; Greene and

Cook, 1997). One possible reason for the differences in these

studies is that the landmarks differed in their salience,

location to the horizon, and proximity to the goal, all of

which could affect how much the rats will rely on these

stimuli.

In the above studies, the subjects were male rats. When

females were tested on these types of tasks, a picture of

sexually dimorphic spatial navigation emerges. Using a

plus maze, Tropp and Markus (2001) found that during

early exposure to an environment, female rats attend to

many different types of cues and with additional training

they rely more on distal visual information, while male rats

predominantly used the distal visual information at all

times. Williams et al. (1990) used a 12-arm radial maze

with only 8 arms reinforced and showed that male rats

selectively attend to the geometry of the room and ignore

the distal landmarks, while females attend to both room

geometry and distal landmarks. Kanit et al. (1998) showed

that female rats relied more on a local visual cue than males
r 48 (2005) 23–33
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in a water maze task. These findings indicate sex diffe-

rences in navigation.

It has been known for some time that the hippocampus is

an important structure for spatial navigation (O’Keefe and

Nadel, 1978; Sutherland and Rudy, 1989). More recently, it

has been shown that in female rats there are periodical

morphological changes that are concomitant with the

hormonal changes across the estrous cycle (Gould et al.,

1990; Woolley and McEwen, 1992). Specifically, the estra-

diol level peak during the proestrus stage is accompanied by

an approximate 30% increase in synaptic density on the

apical dendrites of the pyramidal cells in the CA1 region of

the hippocampus (Woolley and McEwen, 1992). During

estrus, both estradiol levels and spine density return to basal

levels. Electrophysiological changes are also observed in

hippocampus. During proestrus, there is an increase in

hippocampal plasticity and long-term potentiation (Cordoba

Montoya and Carrer, 1997; Good et al., 1999; Warren et al.,

1995), and a decrease of the seizure threshold (Terasawa and

Timiras, 1968).

Consequently, rather than simply look for sex diffe-

rences in navigation, it is important to consider the female

rats’ stage of the estrous cycle. Previous studies (Frye,

1995; Markus and Zecevic, 1997; Warren and Juraska,

1997) showed that female rats performed better on spatial

tasks during low estrogen phases of the estrous cycle than

during proestrus phase, when levels of estrogen are high.

Other studies failed to find a difference in performance

across estrous cycle (Berry et al., 1997; Schwegler et al.,

1993; Stackman et al., 1997). There are also studies that

show that proestrus animals are better at spatial tasks

(Frick and Berger-Sweeney, 2001; Korol and Kolo, 2002).

One possible source of the discrepancies may be related to

the type of task used (Desmond and Levy, 1997;

Dohanich, 2002). Generally, studies using stressful/aver-

sive tasks (i.e., water maze, fear conditioning) show a

detrimental effect of ovarian hormones on performance

(Chesler and Juraska, 2000; Frye, 1995; Markus and

Zecevic, 1997; Warren and Juraska, 1997). Conversely,

studies using appetitive motivation report enhanced per-

formance associated with high levels of ovarian hormones

(Daniel and Dohanich, 2001; Daniel et al., 1997). Another

possible factor is the type of memory task used. Estrogen

has been shown to improve performance on working

memory in the radial arm maze (Dohanich, 2002; Fader

et al., 1999; Luine et al., 1998), T-maze (Fader et al.,

1998), and water maze (Sandstrom and Williams, 2001),

while having no effect on reference memory (Dohanich,

2002; Fader et al., 1999; Luine et al., 1998), or having a

detrimental effect on reference memory in the water maze

(Daniel et al., 1999; Frye, 1995; Warren and Juraska,

1997). However, neither the type of reinforcement nor the

type of memory tested can account for all the data. The

present study examines whether the source of these

discrepancies is differences in the degree to which different

landmarks are attended to.
The current experiments compare how male and female

rats use landmark information when navigating through an

environment. Three experiments were conducted, employ-

ing a water maze task and manipulating the spatial location

of a salient intramaze landmark in relation to the goal. The

manner in which the location of the landmark, sex, and the

hormonal stage affected cue use was examined.
Methods

Subjects

Fifty-seven female and twenty male 344 Fischer rats

(Harlan Sprague–Dawley, IN) were included in the study.

All rats were 5 months old at the beginning of the study.

They were single-housed in clear Plexiglas cages and the

colony was maintained on a 12-h light/dark cycle (lights on

at 06:30). Water and food were available ad libitum. The

behavioral testing was performed between 14:00 and 18:30.

Because of the constraints imposed on the available testing

time by the estrous cycle, Experiment 1 was run in 3

batches and Experiment 2 was run in 2 batches. All

procedures performed in this study were approved by the

University of Connecticut Institutional Animal Care and

Use Committee.

Apparatus

The water maze was a round blue polyethylene tank,

77.5 cm height, 122 cm diameter at the water level. The tank

was filled to a depth of 48 cm with water (19–218C). In
Experiment 1, a white circular platform (15 cm diameter)

with an attached perpendicular white rectangle (14 � 5 cm)

was placed in the tank, 0.5 cm above the water level, in the

center of one of the four quadrants. In Experiments 2 and 3,

a transparent circular platform (15 cm diameter) was placed

in the center of an adjacent quadrant in the tank, 1.5 cm

below the water level.

All experiments were run in the same large room (size

4.5 � 5 m), with many extramaze cues available (door,

cabinets, computer, lamp, posters on the walls). For Experi-

ments 2 and 3, the pool was moved to a different corner of

the room and the room was made to look different by adding

a large white partition (174 � 170 cm) and changing the

pattern and source of lighting. The new location of the

platform was shifted from its previous location in relation to

the real world, as well as in relation to major cues in the

room. A camera (Panasonic) was placed above the center of

the pool at each location and sent images to a SMART

(Panlab, Spain) tracking system for behavioral analysis.

Procedure

Before behavioral testing, females were lavaged daily for

at least 2 complete cycles. During the experiment, females



Fig. 1. (A) Schematic representation of the apparatus used in Experiment 1.

Training trials configuration. The full circle represents the location of the

visible platform. Probe trial configuration: the quadrant where the platform

was located during training trials is called bPlatform quadrant Q. Arrows
represent starting locations. (B) Distance swam to reach the platform during

training trials in Experiment 1. Each point represents the mean group

performance (FSEM) during each trial. (C) Probe trial performance during

the first 10 s in Experiment 1. (D) Probe trial performance during the total

30 s in Experiment 1. For C and D, each bar represents percentage of time

(FSEM) spent in the correct quadrant. Asterisks represent significant

differences between quadrants ( P b 0.05). Estrous females (n = 23),

proestrus females (n = 21), males (n = 17).
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continued to be lavaged every day. On the days when they

were tested on the water maze, females were lavaged both

pre- and post-testing to ensure that they did not change over

to the next estrous cycle phase during testing. Males

received similar handling (flipped to expose the perineal

region, and the scrotum was tapped with a Q-tip). All

animals took part in Experiment 1. Subsequently, about half

of the rats were tested in Experiment 2, and the others in

Experiment 3.

Lavage

Vaginal smears were analyzed under a light microscope

(10� objective) to determine the phase of the estrous cycle.

The relative proportions of leukocytes, nucleated cells, and

cornified cells were recorded. The smears were classified as

proestrus phase if they had at least 50% nucleated cells

with no more than 30% leukocytes, and as estrous phase if

they had at least 70% cornified cells. Only females with at

least 2 consecutive 4–5 days cycles before each behavioral

testing session were included in the study; as a result, a

total of 12 females with irregular cycles were excluded.

Additionally, one proestrus female was dropped from the

study because she changed to estrus during testing in

Experiment 1. Data from two females were excluded (one

from Experiment 2 and one from Experiment 3) because

they stopped cycling after being tested in Experiment 1.

Data from three males were dropped due to technical

problems.

Experiment 1

Seventeen males, twenty-one proestrus females, and

twenty-three estrous females were included in the analysis.

All subjects received 8 trials in 1 day. Each block of 4 trials

consisted of 1 trial from each of 4 different starting

locations, and the pseudo-random starting sequence was

the same for all animals. Rats were placed in the water

facing the wall of the tank. After reaching the platform, rats

were allowed 10 s on the platform. If an animal did not

reach the platform within 60 s, the animal was placed on the

platform for 10 s. The animals were then removed and

placed in opaque cages on heating pads for 3 min. The ninth

trial was a probe in which the platform was removed and

the rats were allowed to swim in the pool for 30 s (see

Fig. 1A).

Experiment 2

All rats were first tested on Experiment 1, after which

they were tested in either Experiment 2 or Experiment 3.

There was no difference between the animals chosen to

participate in Experiment 2 or 3 in their learning curves or

on their performance in the probe trial.

Ten males, nine proestrus females, and twelve estrous

females were included in the analysis of Experiment 2. The



Fig. 2. (A) Schematic representation of the apparatus used in Experiment 2.

Training trials configuration. The dotted circles represent the hidden

platform. The white cue is placed on the pool wall behind the hidden

platform. Probe trial configuration: the quadrant where the platform was

located during training trials is called bPlatform quadrantQ. (B) Distance

swam to reach the platform in Experiment 2. Each point represents the

mean group performance (FSEM) during each trial. (C) Probe trial

performance during the first 10 s in Experiment 2. (D) Probe trial

performance over the total 30 s in Experiment 2. For C and D, each bar

represents percentage of time (FSEM) spent in the correct quadrant.

Asterisks represent significant differences between quadrants ( P b 0.05).

Estrous females (n = 12) and proestrus females (n = 9) and males (n = 10).
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time interval between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 was

2–3 complete cycles (8–15 days) for females, with a similar

time interval for the males. In addition, females were tested

at the same stage of the estrous cycle as they were during

Experiment 1. Experiment 2 consisted of 16 training trials

from 4 different starting locations, followed by a probe trial,

all administered on the same day. Each block of 4 trials

consists of 1 trial from each starting location, pseudo-

randomly assigned within a block. The starting sequence

was the same for all animals in the group. Rats were placed

in the water facing the wall of the tank. A large white panel

(35 cm high � 48 cm wide, covering 36.68 of the pool’s

circumference) was placed behind the platform on the pool

wall (Fig. 2A). After reaching the platform, rats were

allowed 10 s on the platform. If an animal did not reach the

platform within 60 s, it was placed on the platform for 10 s.

Animals were then removed and placed in opaque cages on

heating pads for 3 min.

At the end of 16 trials, a probe trial was conducted. The

hidden platform was removed from the water and the white

panel was rotated 908 clockwise from its previous location

(Fig. 2A). The rats were allowed to swim freely for 30 s.

Experiment 3

Seven males, ten proestrus females, and eleven estrous

females were included in the analysis of Experiment 3.

Procedure and methods for Experiment 3 were similar to

those used in Experiment 2. The only difference was that the

white panel was placed on the pool wall at a location 908
from the platform (see Fig. 3A).

Data analysis

The performance during the training trials was quantified

based on the distance traveled from the starting point to the

platform. Distance traveled was preferred over travel time as

a measure of spatial ability. This eliminated potential

confounds due to sex differences in swimming speed. The

distance swum to reach the platform was analyzed by two-

factor (group � trial) repeated-measures ANOVA. On probe

trials, the platform was removed and the animals’ behavior

was examined over 30 s in the following manner:

1. Initial swim trajectory. Percentage of time spent in the

goal quadrant (platform quadrant) was compared with

percentage time spent in the opposite quadrant (for

Experiment 1) or in the landmark quadrant (for Experi-

ment 2 and 3) during the first 10 s of the probe using

paired samples t tests.

2. Overall time spent in the goal quadrant versus time spent

in the opposite quadrant (for Experiment 1) or the land-

mark quadrant (for Experiment 2 and 3) using paired

samples t tests.

3. Overall time spent in the goal quadrant compared

between groups, using one-way ANOVA.



Fig. 3. (A) Schematic representation of the apparatus used in Experiment 3.

Training trials configuration. The dotted circle represents the hidden

platform. The white cue is placed on the pool wall, 908 shifted from the

platform. Probe trial configuration: the quadrant where the platform was

located during training trials is called bPlatform quadrant Q. (B) Distance
swam to reach the platform in Experiment 3. Each point represents the

mean group performance (FSEM) during each trial. (C) Probe trial

performance during the first 10 s in Experiment 3. (D) Probe trial

performance in Experiment 3. For B and C, each bar represents percentage

of time (FSEM) spent in the correct quadrant. Asterisks represent

significant differences between quadrants ( P b 0.05). Estrous females

(n = 11), proestrus females (n = 10), males (n = 7).
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Unless specified, for all non-significant results reported,

P is greater than 0.1.
Results

Experiment 1

The rats in Experiment 1 were tested in 3 batches. Two

batches were subsequently tested in Experiment 2, and the

third batch was tested in Experiment 3. Performance of the

rats was not different among the 3 batches (repeated-

measures ANOVA for the distance swum to reach the

platform during training trials). Therefore, the data from the

3 batches were pooled.

Training

During the training trials (Fig. 1B), all groups showed a

decrease in the distance swum to reach the platform, as

revealed by a two-factor (group by trial) ANOVA (F(7,406) =

20.566, P b 0.001). There was also a significant difference

between groups (F(2,58) = 4.648, P b 0.05), and a

significant group by trial interaction (F(14, 406) = 2.005,

P b 0.05). Post hoc analysis (Tukey) indicated that males

swam significantly longer distances than estrous females (P b

0.05) and proestrus females (P b 0.05). By the 5th trial

though, all groups showed similar performance, swimming

similar distances, as shown by repeated-measures ANOVA

analysis of the last 4 trials.

Probe trial

If the subjects learned the task based on the extramaze

cues, then during the probe they should show a spatial bias

for the quadrant where the platform was located. If the

subjects navigated only using the intramaze cue, once the

visible cue was removed their performance in the platform

quadrant should be at chance level.

An examination of the initial 10 s of the probe trial (Fig.

1C) revealed that the groups differed in the percentage of

time spent in the platform quadrant (F(2,60) = 3.26, P b

0.05), with the males spending significantly more time in

platform quadrant than the estrous females (Tukey, P b

0.038). For the other quadrants, there were no group

differences. A preference for the platform versus the oppo-

site quadrant during the first 10 s of the probe trial was

significant for the males (t16 = 2.313, P b 0.05), with a

similar trend for proestrus females (t20 = 1.862, P = 0.077).

An examination of the behavior across the whole 30-s

probe (Fig. 1D) showed that proestrus females and males

spent significantly more time in the platform quadrant

compared with the opposite quadrant (t20 = 2.099, P b 0.05;

t16 = 2.416, P b 0.05, respectively), while estrous females

showed only a trend for significance (t22 = 2.057, P =

0.052). Moreover, independent-sample t tests showed that

proestrus females and males spent significantly more than

25% (chance level) of their swim time in the target quadrant
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(t20 = 2.228, P b 0.05; t16 = 2.292, P b 0.05, respectively).

Estrous females performed at chance levels. A comparison

of the groups over the whole probe duration was not

significant for any quadrant.

Experiment 2

The rats in Experiment 2were run in 2 batches. A repeated-

measures ANOVA showed that distance swum to reach the

platform during training trials was not different between the 2

batches, so the data were pooled.

Training

The groups differed on the first trial (F(2,30) = 10.655,

P b 0.001). ATukey test revealed that estrous females swam

a greater distance compared to proestrus females (P b

0.001). There was a trend for male swim distance to be

intermediate between estrous and proestrus females (P =

0.061 and P = 0.089, respectively). An analysis of

percentage of time spent in each of the 4 quadrants showed

no difference among the 3 groups, with all of the groups

spending a similar percentage of time in all quadrants (i.e.,

no spatial bias). Furthermore, this difference was limited to

the initial trial. A repeated-measures ANOVA for the

distance traveled to find the platform across all 16 training

trials showed a significant main effect of trial (F(15,420) =

9.020, P b 0.001). There was no effect of group and no

group by trial interaction (Fig. 2B).

Probe

In the probe trial, the platform was removed and the

intramaze cue (white panel) was rotated 908 clockwise. A

subject that learned the location of the hidden platform

based on the extramaze environment should spend more

time in the quadrant where the platform was previously

located (bplatform quadrantQ). A subject that used the

intramaze cue to navigate to the platform should spend

more time in the new quadrant where the intramaze cue was

located (blandmark quadrantQ).
An examination of the initial 10 s of the probe trial (Fig.

2C) revealed the group differed in the percentage of time

spent in the landmark and platform quadrants (F(2,30) =

7.396, P b 0.01; F(2,30) = 3.438, P b 0.05, respectively).

Tukey comparisons showed that estrous females spent

significantly more time in the landmark quadrant than males

(P b 0.05) and proestrus females (P b 0.01), and sig-

nificantly less time in the platform quadrant than proestrus

females (P b 0.05). Comparing time spent in the landmark

versus the platform quadrant during the first 10 s on the

probe trial showed a preference for the landmark quadrant in

estrous females (t11 = 2.42, P b 0.05). Conversely, proestrus

females spent significantly more time in the platform than

the landmark quadrant (t8 = 2.337, P b 0.05).

An examination of the behavior across the whole 30-s

probe (Fig. 2D) showed that that estrous females spent more

time in the landmark than in the platform quadrant (t11 =
2.225, P b 0.05). A one-way ANOVA showed that the

percentage of time spent in the platform quadrant did not

differ among groups. Conversely, the percentage of time

spent in the landmark quadrant was significantly different

among groups (F(2,30) = 4.768, P b 0.05). Tukey

comparisons revealed that estrous females spent signifi-

cantly more time than males (P b 0.05) and tended to spend

more time than proestrus females (P = 0.059) in the

landmark quadrant. No search bias was observed for the two

other quadrants.

Experiment 3

Training

The distance swum on the first trial was different among

groups (F(2,30) = 4.512, P b 0.05). A Tukey test revealed

that estrous females swam less distance compared to

proestrus females (P b 0.05). However, there was no

difference in the percentage of time spent in either the cue or

landmark quadrant.

Repeated-measures ANOVA for the distance traveled to

find the hidden platform during the 16 training trials (Fig.

3B) showed an effect of trial (F(15, 420) = 12.875, P b

0.001) and of group (F(2,28) = 3.374, P b 0.05), with no

group by trial interaction. A Tukey test revealed that males

traveled longer distances to reach the platform than estrous

females (P b 0.05). However, towards the end of training,

all groups exhibited similar performance, and an analysis of

the last 4 training trials showed no group difference.

Probe

In the probe trial, the hidden platform was removed and

the intramaze landmark (white panel) rotated 908 clockwise
to allow for an examination of cue usage. A subject that

learned the location of the hidden platform based on the

extramaze cues should spend more time in the quadrant

where the platform was previously located (bplatform
quadrantQ). A subject that used the intramaze landmark to

navigate to the platform should spend more time in the

quadrant 908 clockwise from where the platform had been

located (blandmark quadrantQ).
An examination of the initial 10 s of the probe trial (Fig.

3C) showed no group difference in the percentage of time

spent in any of the quadrants. Males and estrous females

spent significantly more time in the platform quadrant than

in the landmark quadrant during the first 10 s on the probe

trial (t6 = 3.781, P b 0.05; t10 = 2.849, P b 0.05,

respectively).

As can be seen in Fig. 3D, over the full 30 s of the probe

trial males and estrous females spent significantly more time

in the platform quadrant than in the landmark quadrant (t6 =

4.611, P b 0.05; t10 = 4.333, P b 0.05, respectively).

Proestrus females performed at chance levels in both

quadrants. A one-way ANOVA showed that the percentage

of time spent in the platform quadrant was different among

groups (F(2,27) = 8.184, P b 0.01). A Tukey test revealed
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that males spent significantly more time than proestrus

females in the platform quadrant (P b 0.001). There were

no differences among groups with regard to the percentage

of time spent in the landmark quadrant. No search bias was

observed for the other 2 quadrants.

The rats subsequently run on Experiment 2 or 3 were

similar in their performance in Experiment 1. Repeated-

measures ANOVA showed no main effect of group (Experi-

ment 2 and 3 rats) and no group � trial interaction for the

distance swam during learning trials in Experiment 1, for

either males or estrous and proestrus females. Moreover,

t tests comparing the percentage of time spent in target

quadrant in Experiment 1 showed no significant difference

between males, estrous females, or proestrus females that

were run in Experiments 2 and 3.
Fig. 4. Representative examples of paths traveled by an estrous female (A)

and a male (B) during the probe trial in Experiment 2. The circles represent

hypothetical locations of the platform. The initial swim path until reaching

one of the two possible platform locations is shown as thick line.
Discussion

The current series of experiments was designed to

examine the relative influence of intramaze and extramaze

information during navigation in the water maze in three

different experiments. All rats were tested in Experiment 1,

and then they were tested in either Experiment 2 or

Experiment 3. The rats tested on the latter 2 experiments

were similar in their performance on Experiment 1, and this

allowed us to compare the results obtained in Experiments 2

and 3.

Experiment 1

The results indicate that despite the salient local cue, rats

were also to-some-degree attending to extramaze informa-

tion in the environment. This is similar to the findings in

mice. Hauben et al. (1999) showed that saline-treated mice

that received training in the visible platform version of a

water maze task tended to spend more time in the quadrant

where the platform was located, when administered a probe

trial. The weak spatial learning in the current study pre-

cluded finding large differences among the groups; how-

ever, proestrus females and males showed a somewhat

stronger influence of extramaze cues than estrous rats, with

these groups initially swimming towards the correct quad-

rant and remaining there more than the estrous group.

Experiment 2

During training trials in Experiment 2, both the intramaze

landmark and the extramaze environment predicted the

location of the platform. During the probe trial, the rats were

faced with a change in the spatial relation between the

intramaze and extramaze cues. The probe trial in Experi-

ment 2 encompassed a mismatch between the intra- and

extramaze cues, this was different from the probe trial of

Experiment 1, where the intramaze cue was simply

removed. The proestrus females initially used an extramaze
search strategy followed by a search of all the quadrants, a

fact reflected by chance level performance in both platform

and landmark quadrants. This type of search behavior

differs from that found during bnormalQ water maze tasks

(Morris, 1984; Stoelzel et al., 2002), where the animals tend

to continue searching in the quadrant where the platform

had been. Male rats also showed a search of all quadrants

(Fig. 4B). A different pattern was seen in estrous females.

They showed a sustained search pattern for the platform in

the intramaze-defined landmark quadrant (Fig. 4A). These

estrous cycle effects are in agreement with recently

published data showing an effect of estrogen on strategy

selection in the water maze. Daniel and Lee (2004) had a

visible landmark located 20 cm to the north of the hidden

platform during training trials, a situation similar to our

Experiment 2. Removal of the visible landmark during the

probe trial impaired performance of ovariectomized females

receiving control treatment, indicating that they relied on the

landmark in order to locate the platform, similar to our

estrous group. Conversely, removal of the visible landmark

in the probe trial had no effect on ovariectomized females

receiving estrogen replacement, suggesting that estrogen

biased the animals against solely using a cue strategy,

similar to our proestrus group.

Experiment 3

During training trials in Experiment 3, both the intramaze

cue and the extramaze cues predicted the location of the

platform. However, unlike Experiment 2, the intramaze cue

was not directly behind the goal. During the probe trial, the

rats were faced with a conflict between the intra- and

extramaze information, a situation similar to Experiment 2.

In this situation, the rats tended to use the extramaze cues

more than the intramaze cue when searching for the goal.

This was seen both in the initial swim path and over the full

30-s probe. The proestrus rats were an exception, they failed

to initially swim to either goal location and over the 30 s of
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the probe they did not show a preference nor alternate

between the two possible goal locations.

The influence of intramaze cue location—males

The influence of the intramaze cue was related to its

proximity to the goal. However, this was shown to differ

among males and estrous and proestrus females. Most of the

literature regarding cue use in navigation has been

previously done on male rats; therefore, the discussion will

first focus on the males. This will be followed by an exa-

mination of the sex/estrous cycle effects.

The data from the current study suggest that when both

intra- and extramaze cues are available, the specific location

of the intramaze cue in relation to the goal influences the

strategy used to solve the task. When the intramaze

landmark coincided with the goal (Experiment 1), it had a

strong influence on behavior. The probe trial (removal of the

visible cue) showed that male rats were only weakly

influenced by extramaze cues. When the landmark was

not at the goal but still situated in close proximity to it

(Experiment 2), the influence of both the intra- and

extramaze cues on rats’ navigation was similar. In response

to the conflicting information provided by these two types

of cues, the rats proceeded to explore the whole maze. When

the intramaze cue was situated on the wall 908 from the goal

(Experiment 3), its influence on behavior was weak. During

the probe session, the animals swam to the extramaze-

defined location and seemed to ignore the intramaze cue.

Taken together, the results of Experiments 2 and 3 indicate a

reduction in the influence of the intramaze cue the further

away it was situated from the goal.

This changing effectiveness of the cue cannot be

explained by differences in size or color of the cue. The

influence of the cue was weakest in Experiment 3; however,

the same cue was more effective in Experiment 2.

Furthermore, the intramaze cue was most effective in

Experiment 1, even though the cue used in Experiments 2

and 3 (white panel) was almost 20 times larger. Con-

sequently, the results indicate that the proximity of the

intramaze cue to the goal was the decisive factor for how

influential this cue was in navigation. The powerful

influence of a cue at a goal was also shown by Kanit et al.

(1998). After 3 days of visible platform training (4 trials/

day), hiding the platform caused a substantial impairment in

male search behavior (Figs. 1 and 4H in Kanit et al., 1998).

These results contrast findings of goal-directed behavior in

a circular high walled cylinder by Lenck-Santini et al.

(2002). In their study, when the cues were rotated without

the animal present, the rats used the intramaze cues

regardless of their proximity to the goal. It is plausible

that their results were due to the paucity of available

extramaze information (a uniform circular curtain). Inter-

estingly, when the intramaze cue rotations occurred in the

presence of rats, they followed the cues only when they

were adjacent to the goal. Furthermore, when there was a
conflict between an intramaze cue at the goal and a cue on

the wall they tended to follow the cue at the goal (Lenck-

Santini et al., 2002).

Many factors affect which stimuli are attended to

(Rescorla and Wagner, 1972). The current results indicate

that at least one important factor influencing the degree to

which the intramaze cues are used in males is their

proximity to the goal.

The influence of intramaze cue location—females

Manipulating the location of the intramaze cue also

affected navigation patterns in female rats. The manner in

which it was affected was related to the estrous cycle

stage of the animal. Estrous females were strongly

affected by the intramaze cue when it was at or adjacent

to the goal. Thus taking away the cue at the goal

(Experiment 1) resulted in a random search pattern, and

rotating the cue adjacent to the goal (Experiment 2)

resulted in a corresponding rotation of their search. Only

when the cue was situated on the pool wall 908 from the

goal did estrous females show an extramaze-based search

pattern.

The results were quite different for the proestrus females.

In all three experiments, the proestrus rats showed the

influence of both the intra- and extramaze cues. Even when

the cue was at the goal (Experiment 1), these animals

showed a weak spatial bias in their search. When placing the

cue adjacent (Experiment 2) or 908 (Experiment 3) from the

goal, a few of the rats initially swam to either the intramaze-

based or the extramaze-based location. However, most of

the proestrus animals did not show an initial preference for

either location and over the course of the probe displayed a

random search.

Conflicting spatial and intramaze information resulted in a

bnew environment Q

All animals showed significant learning of the platform

location and were at an asymptotic level of performance

before being tested on the probe. However, both males

(Experiment 2) and proestrus females (Experiment 2 and 3)

displayed random search patterns during probe sessions.

The fact that after an initial search the rats started searching

in all the quadrants is quite different from the search

behavior bnormallyQ found during probes in the water maze.

Usually, after the animals have learned the location of a

hidden platform, they tend to search in the location where

the platform had been even after it has been removed (e.g.,

Morris, 1984; Stoelzel et al., 2002; Warren and Juraska,

2000). Furthermore, in the present study, the animals did not

alternate between the two possible locations. Rather, once

the platform was not initially found, the animals’ search

pattern in the maze showed no savings/effect of the local or

distal cues, seemingly treating the probe situation as a new

environment. Similarly, hippocampal recordings have
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shown that a conflict between cues in a previously familiar

environment can result in a new spatial representation of the

environment (Knierim et al., 1995; Tanila et al., 1997).

A comparison of males and estrous and proestrus females

In our study, males were initially slower at learning two

of the tasks (Experiment 1 and 3). Usually, males learn

spatial tasks faster than females; however, this is not always

the case (Markowska, 1999; Warren et al., 1990). Impor-

tantly, all groups of animals showed equivalent performance

before being tested on the probe. Furthermore, the probe

analysis focused on relative cue use and not on absolute

performance.

Our results indicate a difference in cue utilization in

males and proestrus and estrous females. Estrous females

tended to be most affected by the dominant cue. When the

intramaze cue coincided with or was adjacent to the goal, it

affected their behavior more than the other groups of rats.

When the intramaze cue was distant from the goal, the cue

manipulation did not disrupt their ability to use the extra-

maze cues. In contrast, the proestrus females seemed to be

sensitive to all the cues, both intra- and extramaze. Under

all three conditions, they were affected by both the intra-

maze cue manipulation and the extramaze environment.

The males were affected by the extramaze environment

under all conditions and by the intramaze cue only when

it was adjacent to the goal. Kanit et al. (1998) also showed

sex differences in relative use of intra- and extramaze

cues; however, they did not examine the female hormonal

cycle.

It should be noted that despite the fact that performance

in Experiment 1 was similar, there were some estrous cycle-

related differences on the first trial of Experiments 2 and 3.

This may indicate differences in the initial manner in which

these females explore the maze, differences that could be

related to their previous experience in Experiment 1. The

current study was not designed to systematically examine

the effect of previous experience on a new maze/room

configuration. However, this is an interesting issue that

should be addressed in future studies.

Navigation and the estrous cycle

An elegant series of studies by Korol and colleagues

(Korol and Kolo, 2002; Korol et al., 2004) showed that

estrous females tend to focus more on egocentric informa-

tion (e.g., muscle response, path integration) than on

extramaze information when solving a simple navigation

task, while proestrus females are more affected by the

extramaze information. Based on the idea of competition

between brain systems (Devan and White, 1999; White,

2004), they proposed changes in the balance between the

hippocampus and the striatum as the mechanism underlying

these different styles of interacting with the environment.

Specifically, estrogen enhances hippocampus-dependent
place learning, while impairing striatum-dependent

response learning in ovariectomized rats given estrogen

replacement (Korol and Kolo, 2002) and in naturally

cycling female rats (Korol et al., 2004). While their data

can explain some behavioral differences across the estrous

cycle, it cannot address all the diverse results found for

tasks dependent on hippocampus with no striatum-depen-

dent alternative.

In most previous studies on navigation and hippocampal

function, the animals were tested on standard hippocampus-

dependent tasks and levels of performance compared. The

results have been confusing, with conflicting findings from

different labs. Some of the results seem to indicate that

estrogen has different effects on working and reference

memory tasks (see Desmond and Levy, 1997; Dohanich,

2002). While this may explain some of the different findings

across tasks, it is less good at explaining conflicting results

on a single task. Thus, natural cycling females have been

shown to perform better on the water maze during estrous

(low estrogen) than proestrus (high estrogen) by some (Frye,

1995; Warren and Juraska, 1997) but not others (Berry et al.,

1997).

Furthermore, simply comparing performance on what

would seem to be hippocampal tasks can yield seemingly

conflicting results even within the same lab. The results of

Experiment 1 could be interpreted as proestrus rats being

bmore spatialQ than estrous females, since proestrus animals

showed a spatial search when the local cue was removed.

This contrasts other results in our lab where it was the

animals in estrus that showed the more spatial/hippo-

campus-based response. Estrous females showed a stronger

response to manipulations of the position of a local

landmark in an open field (Tropp and Markus, 2001) and

showed stronger contextual fear retention (Markus and

Zecevic, 1997) than proestrus animals. The findings from

the current series of experiments suggest a different

interpretation of the behavioral findings reported by our

lab and others. We propose that proestrus animals tend to be

affected by and attend to a wider range of stimuli, while

animals in estrous are more affected by fewer salient/

dominant stimuli. Thus, in the open field, estrous animals

were more affected by changes in the dominant local cue

than proestrus animals (Tropp and Markus, 2001). During

contextual fear conditioning, there are many uncontrolled

transient, irrelevant stimuli which are thought to have only a

weak (if any) effect on the animal (e.g., changes in the

whine of a fan, vibrations from doors closing, small

changes in lighting). If proestrus animals show an increased

attendance to these bminor-unreliableQ contextual cues and

estrous animals tend to focus more on the more salient

contextual information, one would get better context

retention in the estrous animals (Markus and Zecevic,

1997).

This interpretation can also explain the conflicting water

maze results where the estrous females are sometimes better

than proestrus females. It has been pointed out that the
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impairment of proestrus females is countered by pre-training

the animals on the task (Bannerman et al., 1995; Berry et al.,

1997; Warren and Juraska, 1997). The current findings may

indicate that the pre-training helps the proestrus animals

focus only on the relevant environmental cues and be less

distracted by other cues.

It had been hypothesized that estrogen influences the

strategy selection in situations when several strategies are

available (Korol et al., 2004). This hypothesis refers to the

dynamics of interaction and/or competition between brain

systems. Our data support the idea that high levels of

ovarian hormones during proestrus biased females against

using a single spatial landmark, but rather to use multiple

sources of information. It is unclear to what degree this

reflects flexibility solely within the hippocampal system or

an interaction with other brain regions.

The idea that proestrus females are making many

associations, even to irrelevant (to the experimenter) stimuli,

is consistent with the neurobiological changes in the

hippocampus across the cycle. Animals in proestrus have

more synaptic spines (Woolley and McEwen, 1992) and

show increased synaptic plasticity (Cordoba Montoya and

Carrer, 1997; Good et al., 1999; Terasawa and Timiras,

1968; Warren et al., 1995).

Taken together, the biological data, previous behavioral

studies, and the current results suggest that during

proestrus females have an increased tendency to make

associations to multiple stimuli. Depending on the specific

task, procedure, and environment, in some situations this

will manifest as improved performance while in others as

impairment.
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